Abstract: This paper explores the properties of a precessing rotor or a coupled system of precessing rotors (gyroscopes), where a special chaotic behavior in the precession angle can be found if the change of rotor angular velocity is linearly coupled by (an)holonomy to the precession angular velocity and angle. The linear coupling provides for rolling cone paths and allows spinning up and controlling the rotor simply by forcing precession at special quantum magic precession angles. The geometric phase induced by the curved path of the rotor or external curvature and part of the coupling increases with precession angle. This leads to bifurcations in coupling strength resulting in chaotic precession. As an alternative to the SO(3) matrix or quaternion representation the treatment of the three coupled rotations is here based on Euler's dynamical equations. First, the classical Magic Angle Precession (MAP) dynamics is realized by a geometric or mechanical condition (type I, transcendental solutions), where it can be experimentally demonstrated how MAP can "slave" angular degrees of freedom allowing the external control of high-frequent spin by slow oscillations. MAP is found in a commercial fitness device and is conceptually approached via Chua's electric circuit. Second, the quantum-gravitational MAP (type II, rational solutions) with discrete precession angles is analyzed on a deeper level requiring intrinsic curvature/relativistic effects adjusting holonomy to quantum numbers. Third, a macroscopic network of MAP elements is presented as a discretetime recurrent neural network synchronizing to one common MAP I/II dynamics under special pairing and symmetry conditions (type III). In all three cases MAP can be treated as a time-discrete chaotic system with singularities given by the cosine map with several possible links to interesting applications on all scales.
Introduction
Rotated spin systems like gyroscopes, precessing stars, rotating solids, superconductors, electromagnetic particles, or others are very interesting from many different points of view. Adding a few extra coupling or damping terms, which is typical for a real system, can lead to chaotic precession (like a dissipation induced instability or bifurcation [1] ), where it is rather expensive to actively control chaotic motion to obtain the sufficient stability conditions at the equilibrium points even for relatively simple gyroscope systems [2] . Regarding this challenge and the broad spectrum of possible physical applications we focus on special conditions supporting fast auto-tuning and self-stabilization capabilities. In [3] , [4] , and [5] we have already identified a rather basic chaotic mechanism given by the cosine map, where the precession angle of rotated rotors can iterate towards an optimum. This (an) holonomy to the spin frequency shift of precession. Recently we were able to show [5] that the basic mechanism can be illustrated and experimented with well known commercial gyroscopes useful as a hand fitness device [6] , but there is almost no published literature about its chaotic precession properties [7] . In this paper we will work out the dynamical equations of MAP.
Comparing the classical transcendental recursion (type I) to the rational recursion (type II), there is some number theoretical evidence that type II requires relativistic degrees of freedom to realize quantum boundary conditions like quantum spin and precession numbers. Introducing the MAP spin network (type III) and some symmetry conditions the network behaves as one MAP element. The emerging differential or difference equations of precession provide for attracting and repelling "charge" singularities including broken symmetry, which has similarities to Chua's Circuit. This helps to evaluate both, the classical and quantum-gravitational context of MAP.
Transcendental Spin-Orbit Recursion (MAP Type I)
It makes sense to separate MAP into irrational transcendental and rational solutions since rational quantum angles require some curvature assistance.
Kinematics, frequencies, and frequency shift in flat space
As an alternative to the SO(3) matrix [4] or quaternion representation, we start with Euler's dynamical equations [8] , [9] based on angular relations. In Euler's dynamical equations the angular velocity vector is expressed by three Euler angles describing the motion of the advancing frame with respect to the inertial frame. With mass points rotating and precessing on the sphere in flat space (which is a classical connection) the three Euler angles are, see fig.1 Figure 2 . Geometric phases and precession with |j/N|>0. Here M=7.
(see [9] with notation r r ω = , [11] .
On the unit sphere with unit Gauss curvature the j extra rotations are given by the spherical area Ω the precession axis sweeps, it is a curve integral within a precession period T providing for the difference between the total and dynamical phase ( ) given by the transcendental number (the rational case will be MAP type II)
According to eqs. (4) and (6) the coupling and corresponding frequency shift 
The coupling parameter describing the shift and dynamical phase evolution within one precession loop can be defined according to eqs.(4-7) by cos 1
Eq. (8) can characterize the fine structure of spin-orbit coupling [3] . With eq. (2) 
1.4. The geometric feedback condition leading to chaotic precession As a criterion for precessional coupling, the precession angle subject to dissipation will nutate according to eq. (7). The amplitude of nutation will decrease during the dissipation process. The corresponding angular contraction (Jacobian flow) and response in T will be given by one rotator loop out of M
Since the geometric phase t θ is evaluated within one discrete precession loop period, the precession angle for a new precession period T t+1 at time t+1 is determined by the dynamics and precession angle of the previous period T t at time t providing with eq.(10) for a time-discrete coupling ( ) t t α θ and angle
Because of the recursive relation between geometric phase contribution t θ and the precession angle in eq. (11) we can expect chaotic precession. With a dimensionless z-variable according to fig.2 and the z-Phase t
the number j of geometric extra loops in eq. (11) 
With the precession angle linearly related to the spinning phase/frequency offset induced by precession we have the MAP feedback situation recursively adjusting or auto-tuning the precession angle and frequency to the external acceleration source eventually leading to coupling anomalies [14] .
Approaching the dynamics of MAP with Chua's Circuit
To model the chaotic precession / nutation dynamics in eqs. (10)- (13) we can refer to a well known and rather simple system of coupled differential equations, where the angular /phase space occupation density and flow of the attractor can be simulated and visualized, see fig.4 (the time discrete simulation uses the difference equation version) ( )
dx ydt
This is a form of Chua's electronic circuit, a well known and real-world example showing chaotic dynamics [12] . MAP can be approached and illustrated if we take the precession angle as the voltage term (showing Coulomb type "charge" and dipole effects) and the rotor spin as the electric current (showing magnetic monopole [8] 
Powerball example
Based on this analysis it was recently proposed [5] that the MAP type I conditions are present in the "Powerball" system [6] , [7] . The function of this device is based on a mechanical gear-type coupling between precession and spin frequency, see eq. (11) . The rolling axis diameter at the end of the rotor shaft (#28 in [6] ) is usually about 2 mm, the diameter of the groove (#24) or bearing ring element (#30) about 60 mm providing for N ~ 30 = 60mm/2mm that counts how often the spin axis has to roll in the circular bearing to turn its axis by 360° with precession angle 
Polynomal Quantum-Gravitational Connection (Type II)
Type I provides according to eq.(13) transcendental solutions, but curvature (by relativity or external accelerations) can support periodicity with rational or polynomial solutions which look like closed loop rolling cone paths. Under the Lorentz rotation group SO(3) rolling cone paths can describe anholonomy and precession (see e.g. [1] , [3] , [4] , [11] ) while providing for special periodicity conditions. In this case we get curves of constant precession (Darboux) in the Frenet description from the periodicity condition in the SO(3) rotation matrix representation in [4] , characterizing the cone rotation by cos 
representing the MAP type II precession and geometric phase condition relating the first polynomial 1 ( ) T x x = and linear tilt/precession term as an amplitude/phase condition to a higher polynomial
The polynomial can be written as a sum or a product,
where the zeros are with eqs. (11) and (18) 
With the phase advance proportional to frequency at a given time period, the Chebyshev relations above provide for a frequency filter connecting the 1-d current and the 2-d closed loop space-time holonomy and dynamics.
MAP and Relativity
In General Relativity (an)holonomy can be directly related to curvature, see i.e. [1] , [10] , [11] , [13] , where the precession induced by curvature and/or torsion angle is directly given by the coupling strength. W. de Sitter was the first who predicted geodetic precession in curved space-time [13] , where the gyroscope will be carried by parallel transport along the path of free fall.
Regarding MAP one could argue on a number theoretical level (15)- (19) that it is more economic to avoid transcendental and prefer rational or polynomial values based on (an)holonomy adjusted by recursion to periodicity, see fig.7 . This would mean that there could be a natural preference for curved spacetime and anholonomy supporting closed loop conditions on scales comparable to the self-coherence length, which is large in superconductors. MAP is expected to occur on all scales, see the table of candidates [14] . If we apply MAP as a coupling condition on the cosmic scale, the scale below the co-expanding unit scale appears to be contracting relative to the expanding unit scale, which is the inversion scale [15] .
MAP Spin-Network Connection (Type III)
Precession dynamics including coupling according to eq. (14) can lead to synchronization in a network of coupled spins i J . A "charged" discrete-time recurrent neural network can be found with a number Z of MAP elements connected by matrix coefficients ij ω , if the resulting precession angle is the sum of all weighted components of the previous stage
where the sin/cosine transfer function is obviously exotic according to [16] . Defining a mean MAP by the time-discrete weighted sum of MAP elements ( ) 
cos cos
This requires some symmetry conditions in precession dynamics, which can be achieved by a pair wise cancellation of cosine terms in the sum of eq. (2) is the spin double cover of the group SO(3), MAP could be relevant to relativistic quantum systems like the spin-orbit Eigenstates of a relativistic electron and also to "charged" spin network systems in the solid or nuclear range [3] . Free fall precession in curved space (with Berry-Hannay connection) can generate at the center a magnetic monopole if the blue point in fig.1 is a charge [9] . Magnetic monopoles are field configurations that arise naturally in gauge field theories, even at the classical level. A monopole requires the non-integrability of the phase of the wave function leading to a singularity. In MAP these are the singularities, where the nonlinear cosine equals the linear extra-precession term (see figs. [3] [4] [5] . With j JZ = , charge Z, spin J, and MJ the Dirac monopole charge quantum number, MAP type III could be related to the nature of the electromagnetic field and the vector potential. M=137, J=0.5, Z=2 (Cooper pairs) could be relevant to superconductivity with Berry's phase part of the fine structure in the Josephson effect. The first bifurcation for a closed loop spin-network system (heavy nuclear particle) would occur near Z=115.05275..., see figs.3,5. Strong monopoles could be generated by MAP superconductor discs [3] , [4] .
Conclusions
It was found that a time-discrete chaotic system given by the cosine map can model a special recursive spin-spin coupling situation, where the precession angle of a rotating rotor is linearly related to the frequency shift induced by precession. The frequency or energy shift (precession forces) couple back to the internal or external acceleration (equivalent to a curvature) affecting holonomy and exciting j extra rotor loops with monopole charge M. If we allow for this chaotic feedback, the systems can auto-tune to an external precession starting bifurcations at j/M>0.84 in experiments and simulation, see the Powerball device [6] and Chua's circuit approach [12] . The MAP dynamics carries the symmetry of the Lorentz group SO (3) , where degrees of freedom get frozen to SO (2) or U (1) . The geometric phase shows a 2d to 1d mapping, where quantum-relativistic type II precession angles with spacetime bending effects could generate closed loop periodicity conditions are supported by the Tschebyscheff polynomials. With synergetic effects given by a neural-type recursive network based on coupled MAP elements, a strong long range spin-network synchronization dynamics should be possible.
